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Getting the most out of life includes giving back to
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CARTI. Ann is the treasurer of the CARTI Auxiliary and
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“I don’t regret having
(cancer),” she says, adding
that they have made so
many

friends

through

the experience.

events, including bartending for the Ragin’ Cajun Bash
and sponsoring a rest stop for Tour de Rock. They’ve

Ann, 60, is a 17-year survivor of breast cancer. She
while

survivor and I feel more connected to it,” says Ann.
The couple also volunteer at many CARTI annual

another shoe up there,” she says, laughing.
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Proudly displaying the award are LRHO/CARTI
colleagues (from left to right): Diana Pointer; Kenneth
Usery; Debbie Clay; David Schalchlin; Kelly Gann;
Jeffery Holloman; and oncologist Marianne
Harrington, M.D.

“I like giving back to CARTI because I’m a cancer

told her.
“At least there’s

was diagnosed in her early

Little Rock Hematology/Oncology (LRHO), a division
of CARTI, has been named recipient of the COLA
Laboratory Excellence Award by one of the nation’s
leading clinical laboratory accreditation firms.
Formerly
the
Commission
on
Laboratory
Accreditation, COLA praised the Arkansas cancer care
provider for its long-term commitment to providing
quality service to its patients.
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also participated in cancer support groups for patients
and survivors.
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met all these new people,” she says, first in Philadelphia

“Once you’re part of this community,” says John, “it’s

and then in Little Rock when the couple moved here six

life altering.” The CARTI staff is unparalleled, he says, from

years ago.

the physicians to the nurses to the volunteers.

“And you gain perspective,” adds John, who was
treated at CARTI for prostate cancer in 2009 and is now

Tickets are $30 in advance
and $40 at the door

Ragin’ Cajun Bash is an
all-you-can eat crawfish boil with
all the Cajun trimmings,
delicious drinks and live music.
All proceeds raised support
CARTI patients.

Reserved tables are available
for $650 and seat 10 guests
with a private server.
(Limited Availability)

“You get the feeling that they’re committed to your
survival,” he says.

cancer free.“The tipping point for us was cancer,” he says.

“Ann and John are always there for us,” continued

“We started to realize we have to have as much zest as we

Jones. “Whenever we need something we can count on

can in our lives now. What’s the point in having it at the

them to help us provide support for CARTI’s patients as

end of our lives?”

donors, fundraisers and volunteers. “

Thursday, April 12 • 6-9 p.m.
River Market Pavilions • Little Rock
To purchase tickets and tables go to CARTI.com or call 501.296.3406
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Like CARTI’s Ragin’ Cajun Bash on Facebook!

